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Introduction 
What Greentown residents want for downtown 
is straightforward and unsurprising: streets and 
sidewalks in good repair, new opportunities to eat 
and shop and preservation of their most historic 
buildings.

The goals are clear, but so are the challenges. The 
central business district has been in slow decline, 
and during this planning process a car dealership 
that was one of the town’s biggest employers and  
two restaurants – Subway and Ma & Pa’s –  
moved or closed. 

Local leaders have fought back, investing in 
new infrastructure and utilities to attract growth. 
Community groups also saved two historic buildings 
from decay and restored them to house the Greentown 
Historical Society. Another grand historic building is 
being slowly stabilized and renovated, and several 
business owners said they were looking to open a 
place downtown, including a hardware store and 
restaurant.    

In summary, the town sits at a balancing point, deter-
mined to stop the slide of deterioration but lacking 
some of the immediate resources needed to carry 
out revitalization. For that reason, this plan includes 
not only long-term goals but also the smaller, incre-
mental steps needed to keep things moving even 
during lean times.

Purpose of the Plan 
This planning effort has identified public infrastructure 
improvements that, when combined with building 
restoration and economic development programs, will 
bring new life to Greentown’s central business district. 

The plan recognizes that all three elements – landscape 
architecture, building renovation and economic develop-
ment – must work together. No one project area is likely 
to bring about the revitalization local leaders seek.

The plan provides everyone – elected officials,  
development groups, local business owners and 

investors – with a shared vision of the town’s future. 
It can serve as an advisory tool for the town coun-
cil, plan commission, Main Street organization and 
interested citizens as key decisions about the town’s 
direction are made.

Vision for a Revitalized 
Greentown
This planning process revealed a fairly modest vision 
for downtown’s future among local leaders:

 ▪ Rescue a handful of empty or underutilized his-
toric buildings from further deterioration.

 ▪ Fill those buildings with new small businesses 
that will serve residents and attract visitors.

 ▪ Create public space and amenities to improve 
the district’s attractiveness. 

Restored Greentown Historical Society building
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These goals are modest because they do not attempt to 
challenge Kokomo as the county’s premier destination 
to eat and shop, and they do not suggest that Green-
town immediately reinvent itself as a regional attraction. 
Instead, residents envisioned a return to a more vital 
downtown that many remember from their lifetimes. 

But the goals are also ambitious because bringing 
things back to “the way they used to be” means 
something has to change. Whatever economic, social 

and transportation issues led to downtown’s decline 
are still present. They must be overcome with new 
energy, strategies and resources.

Fortunately, the town has demonstrated that it can 
successfully complete revitalization projects. And the 
input and enthusiasm from strong local leadership 
evident during this planning process demonstrates the 
commitment to completing the short- and long-term 
projects needed to restore Greentown’s downtown.

Catalyst Projects
A plan, no matter how meaty and attractive, is an 
inert object. Revitalization only comes by working to-
ward the goals and objectives that the plan contains. 
But where to start? 

The Recommendations Chapter details a set of catalyst 
projects for each of the three categories: economic  
development, the public realm and buildings. These 
tasks - large and small, immediate and long-term – 
present a systematic approach to the town controlling 
its own growth. Following is a list of catalyst projects:

Economic Development 
 ▪ Firm up partnerships with county wide organiza-

tions and other possible allies. 

 ▪ Take road trips to similarly-sized Indiana towns which 
have made progress with their revitalization efforts. 

 ▪ Lead community discussions on revitalization top-
ics such as TIF districts and design regulations. 

 ▪ Form a local investment group. 

 ▪ Create a TIF district. 

 ▪ Bolster the existing grant program.

Public Realm
 ▪ Meridian Street Pocket Park with parking

 ▪ Meridian & Grant Streets parking lot

 ▪ Renovated Plaza outside Town Hall

 ▪ Main Street/U.S. 35 Streetscape

 ▪ Meridian Streetscapes

 ▪ Pedestrian and Bicycle Corridors

 ▪ Wayfinding and Branding

 ▪ Gateways

Buildings 
 ▪ Define downtown design guidelines and review 

process. 

 ▪ 113 North Meridian Street renovation. 

 ▪ 119 North Meridian Street – I.O.O.F. renovation.

 ▪ 128 North Meridian Street – Star Theater  
renovation.

 ▪ 102 East Main Street renovation.
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Scope of the Plan
Greentown is a relatively small community and it 
doesn’t take long to travel from one end to the other. 
However, in order to focus efforts on the greatest 
concentration of historic buildings, for the purposes 
of this study “downtown” was identified as the 
intersection of Main and Meridian streets, extending 

one block north to Grant Street and one block south 
to Walnut Street. In order to include the gateways to 
downtown, the project area was extended west along 
U.S. 35 to the reservoir and east along U.S. 35 past 
County Road 950 E.

Funding
This report was prepared with a grant from the Indi-
ana Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA) us-
ing the federal Community Development Block Grant 

program. A 10 percent local match was provided  
by the Town of Greentown, Greentown Main Street 
Association and Greentown Historical Society.

This map illustrates the boundary limits.
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Planning Process 
A steering committee of elected officials, business owners and committed residents oversaw the planning pro-
cess. The Greentown Historical Society and Main Street groups were particularly engaged. Acting as advisors 
and staff for the committee were representatives from Strategic Development Group, Remenschneider Associ-
ates, Inc. and Guidon Design. 

The process involved these key steps:

 ▪ Analysis of existing conditions 

 ▪ Steering committee meetings

 ▪ Preparation of draft plan

 ▪ Meeting: public open house

 ▪ Development of plan priorities & preparation of a 
final plan

 ▪ Adoption by the town council 
 

Specific information gathered during this process can be found in the Analysis Chapter and Recommendations 
Chapter. Additional supporting information presented to the steering committee during the process included:

Review of Greentown’s 2002 Comprehensive Plan Goals
The comprehensive plan was written in anticipation of significant growth in and around Greentown. It provides 
development goals and objectives over the next 20 years. The plan’s goals and objectives include:

 ▪ Develop objectives for future development, which 
include:  

 ▫ Always consider the safety, health and 
welfare of existing town residents when 
considering the merits and request for new 
development.

 ▫ Allow annexation and land development to 
occur only to the extent that public utili-
ties and infrastructure are in place to meet 
demands.

 ▫ Endeavor to protect the environment by 
enforcement of federal, state, and local rules 
and by encouraging the development of 
green space and tree planting.

 ▫ Consider the needs of the community, as 
evidenced by the public participation in this 
planning process, with regard to new resi-
dential and commercial development.

 ▫ Encourage adequate housing and business 
opportunities for all levels of income.

 ▪ Identify Greentown’s strengths and weaknesses 
with regards to public infrastructure, housing and 
commercial establishments.

 ▪ Identify the community’s needs and project its 
future growth. 

 ▫ Expect that development will mainly occur 
outside the town’s existing boundaries.

 ▫ The town has the authority to extend territori-
al authority of the plan up to 2 miles outside 
its incorporated boundaries.

 ▫ Expected slow growth (2% and less)
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Demographic Profile
This section provides a snapshot of the main demographic features of Greentown, including the trajectory of 
population growth, income and other factors. 

At a Glance

Topic Greentown Howard County

Population Estimate (2015) 2,399 82,556

Growth since 2010 Population Estimate -0.54% -0.21%

Total Housing Units (2015) 1,112 38,631  

Median Household Income (2014) $43,631 $42,078

Poverty Rate (2014) 15.7% 17.5% 

Mean Travel Time to Work (minutes) (2014) 23.7 20.2

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

The second table looks at community vitality indicators as defined by OCRA, which is funding this planning pro-
cess and oversees many community grants. The agency suggests tracking the indicators annually for at least 
five years to chart progress. Some of Greentown’s indicators are not positive, but the statistics do not take into 
account the energy and determination of the community.

Community Vitality Indicators  

Topic Greentown, IN Comparison Year/State Difference

Assessed value1 $43,234,314 
Budget Year 2015

$45,542,427 
Budget Year 2016

5.34%

Population2 2,412 
Estimate 2010

2,399  
Estimate 2015

-0.54%  
Change ’10-‘15

Per capita income level3 $19,909  
Greentown 2014

$24,953  
Indiana 2014

-20.21%

Educational attainment4 90.0% H.S. Diploma or More  
Greentown ‘14 

12.5% Bachelor’s or More 
Greentown ‘14

87.6% H.S. Diploma or More  
Indiana ‘14 

23.6% Bachelor’s or More  
Indiana ‘14

2.73%

 
-47.03%

Public school enrollment5  1,465  
Eastern Howard School Corp. ‘15

1,509  
Eastern Howard School Corp. ’16

3.00% 
Change ’15-‘16

Sources  
1: Indiana Department of Local Government Finance, Certification of Net Assessed Values by District Report 2015-2016 
2: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division, Annual Estimates of the Resident Population: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015  
3: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Per capita income in past 12 months (2014 dollars)  
4: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Educational Attainment 
5. Indiana Department of Education, Corporation Enrollment by Grade Level
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Community Engagement
Throughout the process the steering committee met 
with the consultants to review research and provide 
local input. There were also numerous site visits to 
assess buildings, interview shopkeepers and visual-
ize new public spaces. Stakeholder meetings provid-
ed information on local goals, while a public meeting 
was used to gather reaction to recommendations. 

Throughout the planning process residents ex-
pressed pride in and a longing for the grander days of 
Greentown’s history. They recognize the town never 
had the attractions of a large city, but even in their 
lifetimes remember when sidewalks and buildings 
were in good repair and there were plenty of opportu-
nities to eat and shop.

At the same time, participants at the focus groups 
and public meetings were very clear-eyed about the 
challenges ahead. For the most part, their hopes, 
dreams and goals were modest and incremental. 
Residents said they understood the town has a tight 
budget and that government grants alone will not 
deliver everything the town wants.

The recommendations and implementation plan in 
this report reflects these realities by detailing a se-
ries of projects both big and small – some requiring 
no budget – that will allow the community to move 
toward their goals in a steady and sustainable way. 

History of Greentown
At the outset of an urban planning project, it is wise to 
spend time discovering and understanding the roots of 
local history which has given form to the present day 
town. This is especially true in Greentown, which has 
an unusually active and committed historical society.

Greentown was founded in 1848, on the site of an 
old Native American village. It was officially incorpo-
rated as a town in 1873. The town resides in Howard 
County 9 miles from the Kokomo metro area and is 
surrounded by farmland. 
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Dr. James Barrett purchased the first lot in Green-
town and built the first log structure, at the corner of 
Main and Howard streets. In 1848, L.W. Bacon built 
the town’s first store by the corner of Main and Me-
ridian streets. As more merchants started to reside in 
the area, Greentown became the first trading point in 
Liberty Township.

In 1869, residents began building the Jerome Gravel 
Road, known today as Sycamore Road, connect-
ing Greentown to Kokomo. Greentown’s population 
jumped in 1871 as a result of the Toledo Delphos St. 
Louis railroad, which made Eastern Howard County a 
major shipping point.

During the late nineteenth century, the Midwest 
experienced great industrial development after the 

discovery of natural gas. Greentown became a part 
of this gas boom once it tapped its own gas well in 
1877.  According to the National Greentown Glass 
Association, the abundant supply of gas led to forma-
tion of a local glass manufacturing company, the 
Indiana Tumbler & Goblet Co. The company special-
ized in pressed glass in a diverse range of colors. 

In 1899, the Natural Glass Company bought the 
Indiana Tumbler & Goblet Company. However, on 
June 13, 1903 the company was destroyed by a 
devastating fire. The factory then struggled and was 
never rebuilt, causing many skilled glassworkers and 
other workers to leave Greentown. As the gas boom 
dwindled, so did Greentown’s population. The town, 
like many other communities near it, shrunk from 
one-third to one-half of its original size.

How to Use This Plan
This revitalization plan unfolds in stages, starting 
with an analysis of existing conditions for the main 
elements of infrastructure, buildings and the econo-
my.  Recommendations are then provided on how to 
move forward in each of those elements. The plan is 
long-range in orientation – intended to reach out 10 
or more years – but also proposes projects that can 
be launched today.

This document expresses community goals as inter-
preted through a 10-month process including steer-
ing committee meetings, interviews, focus groups 
and public hearings.   

This report is a blueprint for action. It details goals for 
revitalizing the community and strategies to complete 
those tasks. It is a comprehensive approach, includ-
ing projects for streets, sidewalks, building facades 
and business recruitment.

The plan itself is only the initial step; local participa-
tion is absolutely vital to making it a success.  To 
make sure everyone is starting with the same goals, 
the first step should be reviewing this plan with key 
stakeholders beyond the steering committee, such as 
the business community and the general public.

Every six months or so, downtown leaders should 
meet with elected officials to update the plan and 
make sure its goals and strategies are current. It 
would be a poor use of the resources poured into 
creating this plan to let it slowly grow outdated, while 
the need for a plan of action does not.
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Section C
The following section examines Greentown’s central business 
district from three perspectives. The first is a look at the town’s 
economy, including everything from its stock of businesses to its 
potential for growth. The second section focuses on landscape 
architecture, the flow of pedestrians and traffic as well as the 
condition of streets and public spaces. The final section zooms in 
on key buildings and how they might be restored.
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Traffic Counts   
Traffic counts are useful to business owners who want 
to know how many cars drive past their storefront. 
Entrepreneurs also use traffic counts when scouting 
for ideal locations for their new shop or service.

 In Greentown, traffic counts are conducted on state 
roads by the Indiana Department of Transportation 
(INDOT). INDOT uses a system called Annual Average 
Daily Traffic, which represents the average of all daily 
traffic using the road throughout the year in both 
directions. 

One traffic count is made at the intersection of 
Main and Meridian streets – the heart of downtown. 
Almost 8,250 vehicles pass that spot daily, according 
to a 2016 INDOT report.

That is a considerable number of potential downtown 
customers driving by. For comparison, about 15,700 
cars were counted on U.S. 31 near the Greentown 
exit in 2016. INDOT further estimates that traffic in 
the downtown Greentown area has grown about 1 
percent a year since 2015.

Cultural / Social Resources   
Greentown has several historical buildings that could 
be restored and leveraged to draw businesses, resi-
dents and visitors. Restoration work on the Green-
town Historical Society buildings is a sterling example 
of what can be done locally.

Although some commercial activity is outside down-
town, the central business district still has cultural  
assets such as the historical society and some 
churches. Events and festivals which encourage 
downtown activity include:

 ▪ Farmer’s Market from June through September

 ▪ Music at the Fountain from July through  
September

 ▪ Lt. Michael Andry Memorial Ride

 ▪ Community Rummage Sale Day

 ▪  Softball Little League Opening Day Parade 
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Economic Resources    
Perhaps the greatest economic resource a community can possess is people, which explains why population is 
a key growth indicator. Greentown has a relatively small population – estimated at 2,400 in 2015 – which has 
declined slightly in recent years.

Within that population, another economic indicator is the education level, which can influence what types of 
new companies move to the community. About 90 percent of the residents have at least a high school diploma, 
which is above the state average. Unfortunately, only about 13 percent have a college degree, which is about 
half the Indiana average. Consequently, Greentown’s per capita income level (about $20,000) is also smaller 
than the state rate.

Although Greentown’s population is not growing, there is still opportunity for additional developments in com-
mercial businesses and housing. This is particularly true if the town continues to pursue its key economic ad-
vantage – quality of life. Proposed projects such as walking trails and sprucing up downtown are more likely to 
attract people who live elsewhere in Howard County or – better yet – outsiders who move to Greentown to take 
advantage of the small town charm.

Another opportunity lies in the town’s history. Greentown residents are justifiably proud of their past, espe-
cially the gas boom and related glass industry, which started in the 1880s. Monuments to the past include the 
Greentown Glass Museum and The Greentown Historical Society. In fact, the historical society is a major player 
in downtown revitalization.

The Glass Museum, housed in town hall at 112 N Meridian St., has been part of the Indiana Glass Trail since 
1970. It is open 1-4 p.m. on weekends from March through November, and 12-4 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday May 15 to October. About 250 people, most of them out-of-towners, visited the museum last year, 
said Jeff Martin, museum president. About 125 have visited this year. 

Martin said attendance is down from past years, and that a related event – the annual Glass Festival – Is no 
longer held because of low turnout. “It just sort of ran its course,” he said. However, the group has reviewed the 
revitalization plan and is excited about the town’s future, and the museum’s role in it.

They are preparing a grant application to the Indiana Historical Society to renovate the museum, including new 
signs to attract passersby. They are also preparing a traveling display so they can spread the word about the 
museum to other counties.

A community of Greentown’s size needs every advantage to build its economy. Some groups or resources that 
help promote growth are already in existence, including:

 ▪ The Main Street Association  ▪ Greentown Historical Society

However, this short list of local development organizations underscores the vital need for creating partnerships 
with bigger, county wide groups. Even if these groups have not taken an active interest in Greentown in the 
past, they still have shared interests. These groups include:

 ▪ Greater Kokomo Economic Development Alliance

 ▪ Greater Kokomo  Chamber of Commerce 

 ▪ Kokomo Redevelopment Commission

 ▪ Howard County Housing and Community Devel-
opment

 ▪ The Greater Kokomo Visitors Bureau

At a minimum, these groups should be invited to an update about the completion of this revitalization plan.
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What sort of economic tools does Greentown need to attract and direct growth? The most important of these 
(after the formation of a Main Street group) include:

1. Support programs for entrepreneurs and  
existing businesses

2. A low-interest loan program 

3. A downtown investment group

4. Design guidelines and standards

5. A tax increment financing district

Support programs are vital for small communities 
which don’t have the resources found in larger cities 
(a chamber of commerce, professional city staff, etc.). 
Increasing partnership opportunities with countywide 
organizations is vital to the town’s growth. In the 
meantime, it will be up to the Greentown Main Street 
organization to organize and carry out many local 
programs and projects. 

A low-interest loan fund program to incentivize local 
real estate investments is used by many towns to 
improve their downtown areas. No- or low-cost loans 
are given to business owners for projects to support 
business operations or improve the look of buildings. 
The loans help businesses kick-start projects that 
otherwise would have been neglected.

Some communities also offer grants for capital 
expenses. This program has risks, though, as some 
business owners will not be able to pay the loan 

back in a timely manner – or at all. This reduces the 
amount available for others. In addition to the grant, 
support services and advice should be in place to 
help the businesses succeed in downtown. 

Greentown is fortunate to have an economic develop-
ment grant run by the town council. It will pay up to 
50 percent of a project that falls within its guidelines, 
not to exceed $2,500 every two years. This amount 
is matched by a grant funded from Howard County’s 
economic development organization. The flexible 
uses of the grant is an advantage, although the 
amount may be too low to make a difference to any 
but the smallest of new businesses.

A downtown investment group can be an effective 
tool for creating change and growth in a small town. 
With it, a group of local investors with a shared vision 
can buy and revitalize key buildings, converting them 
into shops, restaurants and more.  
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It may sound farfetched, but other Indiana communi-
ties Greentown’s size already have them. The restora-
tion work of the historical society – although that is 
a not-for-profit organization – shows what a small 
group of determined local people can accomplish. 
Read more about how investment groups work in the 
Recommendations Chapter. 

Design guidelines and standards can be a mecha-
nism to change the appearance of downtown, mak-
ing it more inviting for guests and citizens. Design 
standards will direct future streetscape and building 
work to create an aesthetically pleasing and invit-
ing atmosphere in the place you want businesses 
and pedestrians. Design guidelines and standards 
can address building materials, alignment, awnings, 
signage, etc.

Opponents of design standards say local government 
bureaucracy and added compliance costs can dis-
courage downtown investment. Proponents believe 
that these guidelines and standards are necessary 
to keep neglected buildings from negatively affecting 
the street and other shops and storefronts. 

Greentown does not have design standards, and 
without them local property owners have little incen-
tive to pay attention to the town’s goals of historic 
preservation. 

Tax increment financing (TIF) districts are crucial to 
the development of a downtown area. Once an area 
is designated as a TIF district, increases in property 
taxes as a result of development are then available 
for further development in the district. TIF districts 
generate money necessary for construction, repairs, 
façade programs, etc. 

If Greentown is to realize the large-scale revitaliza-
tion outlined in this plan, it would greatly benefit from 
having a TIF district in place to capture and redirect 
the increased property tax payments back into restor-
ing old town. However, this is also a controversial tool 
because it can redirect future funds from existing 
public entities, such as the school system.

This is a complex process that will require legal and 
financial advice. However, it is easy to see how even 
work going on now may support a TIF district, such as 
the ongoing renovation of the old Star Theatre.
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Market Conditions     
There are 120 business establishments in Green-
town, according to the Indiana Department of Work-
force Development (IDWD). Century Fields Retire-
ment Community is the biggest employer, with 120 
workers, according to the IDWD.

There are 23 retail trade businesses in town, accord-
ing to the IDWD. They range from the recently closed 
Brad Howell Ford with about 45 employees to Burlap 
To Silk Designs, with one.

The central business district is the cultural center of 
Greentown, but it is not necessarily the commercial 
center. Some attractions and businesses that would 
traditionally be downtown are scattered west along 

U.S. 35. These include Kelly’s Ice Cream, Hometown 
Family Restaurant and Herbst Pharmacy, which 
aren’t within traditional walking distance of the key 
intersection. 

Every store not directly in the central business district 
siphons off potential energy from downtown, even 
if it’s only five blocks away. Considering that the 
greatest concentration of traffic is in the heart of 
downtown, there should be few reasons for restau-
rants and stores to locate outside on the fringes. This 
scattering of businesses underscores the importance 
of making sure the limited number of buildings down-
town are restored and ready for commercial use.

An inventory of key downtown business anchors as of Spring 2017 include:

 ▪ Subway

 ▪ Heartland Market 

 ▪ NAPA Auto Parts

 ▪ King Chef

 ▪ Down on Main Street bar

 ▪ Hasler & Stout Funeral Home 

 ▪ Circle Pizza 

 ▪ Schlemmer Brothers Hearth & Home

 ▪ Greentown Flooring

 ▪ Main Occasion Catering

 ▪ Greentown Mini Mall

 ▪ Sharon’s Beauty Salon
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The Subway is scheduled to move outside of down-
town later this year. Businesses that have been lost 
in recent years include restaurants, hair salons, bait 
shops, a florist, insurance companies, a trophy shop, 
photography studio and others.

This current inventory, obviously, does not include  
everything needed for a vital downtown. The Heart-
land Market is a key staple, but many people inter-
viewed during this process said it is not the main 
place they buy groceries. Few places are open at 
night or on weekend.

Ironically, having a small inventory of businesses 
does not mean that there’s room for almost any new 
enterprise to succeed. A newly opened business is 
particularly vulnerable, and its chances for success 
are greatly increased if it’s surrounded by thriving 
shops and services.

What retail sectors should the town target? The  
“economic development science” behind this ques-
tion is studied in detail over the next several pages, 
but the quick answer is small shops and services 
that primarily serve local people, but may also appeal 
to out-of-towners driving through. 

These could include a diner, hardware store, coffee 
shop, bakery or a gift/card/flower shop. Long-time 
Greentown residents will likely say, “But we had all of 
these things before! What happened to them?”  

The answer to that question is also explored below, 
but it underscores a central concept of the recom-
mendations section of this plan: Because downtown 
is very small with only a few buildings available for 
immediate use, Greentown’s greatest challenges will 
not be answered by the arrival of one or two  
new stores. 

Instead, it must develop a two-pronged approach of 
restoring existing buildings so business owners can 
move into them without major renovation costs, and 
creating an environment that supports local entre-
preneurs. With those two pieces in place, along with 
a stronger loan program, town leaders will be in posi-
tion to go after a mix of complementary shops and 
services mentioned above.

SDG has created some downtown revitalization prin-
ciples to provide a framework for understanding how 
revitalization projects usually unfold. The principles 
are a blend of history and current trends that under-
lie much of the work being done to restore central 
business districts across America. The following sec-
tion briefly describes these national trends and then 
compares them against Greentown’s current market.  

Local Investment
Business owners can’t be expected to pour their live-
lihoods into a struggling downtown unless they see 
the town is backing them up. Are the streets clean 
and policed? Is the town doing anything about empty, 
crumbling buildings? Is the town’s own property well 
maintained?

As a general rule, public investment must come be-
fore private investment.

In Greentown: The town is investing considerable 
resources in its infrastructure, including sewer and 
water. Additionally, the state has a large-scale project 
slated for U.S. 35. By continually investing in down-
town, local leaders will be in a much stronger position 
to recruit and steer new private sector growth in the 
central business district.

Local Money vs. Out-of-Town Money
When recruiting new businesses, a key decision is 
knowing who the new business will serve: local resi-
dents or out-of-town visitors? Will the new enterprise 
make life easier for residents by providing the goods 
and services they now leave town for, or will it lure 
tourists with specialty stores or regional attractions?

If a business serves mostly residents, it means that 
dollars are just circulating from local customer to 
local business owner; there is little outside money 
enriching the community. 

On the other hand, there are many examples where a 
small restaurant or specialty store attracts loyal cus-
tomers from far away. The BBQ place at Converse is 
an excellent example. It is great to have money come 
into town from outside the community, of course, but 
a downtown must make sure it has something for 
locals to spend their money on.  
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In Greentown: While it should always be on the look-
out for businesses that will pull people from a wider 
area, the town probably has some work to do before 
it can recruit operations that consistently attract 
tourists throughout the year (and not just for short-
term events or festivals). Businesses that serve local 
people will have a greater potential for success in the 
short term.  

Baiting the Hook
Many businesses have been launched after an en-
trepreneur glanced out the windshield at a beautiful 
streetscape and thought, “What a nice looking little 
town. You know, this is just the kind of place I’ve 
always dreamed about starting a business in.” 

Baiting the hook can include landscaping (that hasn’t 
become withered), banners and storefront lighting 
even for buildings that are empty.

In Greentown: “Beautifying the town” was one of the 
top priorities given by steering committee members 
and it would be a good first step toward revitalization. 

Risk & Experimentation
The decline of America’s small downtowns happened 
over many years and was not an unforeseeable acci-
dent. Changes in consumer shopping and commuting 
patterns – and the business community’s adapta-
tion to them – will not be reversed in the immediate 
future. In other words, waiting for the good old days 
to return is not a productive strategy.

Instead, some boldness is required, and boldness 
requires risk. What’s at risk is not only money and 
time, but morale. It can be discouraging to see the 
community launch a new business only to see it fail. 
Too many of these unsuccessful launches can lead to 
paralysis; where business owners grow increasingly 
reluctant to take a chance and residents don’t give 
them much encouragement.

A community can break this cycle in one of two ways. 
They can get lucky; someone with all the right skills 
and resources starts a business at just the right time 
in just the right place and is smashingly successful. 
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If that seems like a long-shot, a community must cre-
ate an atmosphere of experimentation in the recruit-
ing and support of new businesses.  

In Greentown: Entrepreneurs are likely to be a key 
ingredient to new business growth. The Main Street 
organization should focus on fostering them. 

Locally Grown
National chains will show interest in a community 
when – and only when – all the correct variables 
are in place. These factors include traffic patterns, 
population density and spending patterns. National 
chains don’t all have the same requirements, but few 
vary from their patterns. For example, have you ever 
seen a Cracker Barrel any place except off a busy 
interstate or a Dollar Store at a thriving urban mall?

Because their requirements are so exact, these 
chains use their own researchers to determine when 
and where to put their next store. This means it is 
very difficult to recruit them.

That leaves smaller regional chains, independent 
business owners and entrepreneurs as the prime 

candidates for recruitment. Generally speaking, re-
gional chains are the hardest to attract because they 
have the biggest investments to protect. Independent 
business owners, in order to move, would have to 
increase the size of their business or relocate the 
whole operation to the new location. Entrepreneurs 
can be the most flexible and ready to go but often 
carry the risk of having unproven business skills.

In Greentown: Until it builds its capacity to support 
more regional-drawing businesses, Greentown should 
probably concentrate on independent business own-
ers and entrepreneurs. Committing to this decision 
can help focus marketing efforts.
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The Lone Pioneer Syndrome
After a long dry spell a community may rejoice when 
a new business, such as a restaurant or coffee shop, 
finally opens. In their excitement, the new owner may 
decide to be the only business downtown that’s open 
evenings or on Saturdays.

Sometimes the owner can make it work, but more 
often they find themselves stranded.  There is not 
enough supporting business to buffer them. If other 
businesses don’t follow along, the pioneer may have to 
cut back on hours or days. Some businesses survive 
the scale-back and some don’t. Any new business in a 
fragile economy needs a support system.

Individual businesses left entirely to the mercy of 
market forces is one reason that many downtowns 
struggle like they do.

In Greentown: The town should focus on recruiting  
or help launch a suite of small, complementary  
businesses. 

Sweeten the Pot
The free market is already at work in Indiana’s  
towns – it’s done everything it wants to do. If your 
downtown does not have all the businesses you  
want, you must change the economics in order to 
lure new investment. 

Offering subsidized buildings, rents, tax abatements 
or other support can minimize risk and lead to new 
growth. 

In Greentown: The business grant program and an 
eager town council are a good start, but local leaders 
will need to move forward on many of the recom-
mendations made in this report to trigger continual 
revitalization. 

Expectation Management
It took decades for most downtowns to sink into un-
deruse and it will take years to even partially restore 
them. In some cases it may not be possible at all. 

It is important, though, to coldly study local conditions 
in order to not be discouraged. Simply realizing that 
it’s a long, steep hill – with guaranteed setbacks - can 
help the community settle in for the long haul.
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Primary Challenges 
As this chapter has shown, many exciting things are happening in Greentown, but the downtown hasn’t reached 
that tipping point of sustained revitalization – yet. Here are the main reasons why:

 ▪ Competition from Kokomo. Even steering com-
mittee members admitted they do most of their 
weekend shopping and big nights out in Kokomo. 
Greentown won’t be able to match those met-
ropolitan areas for selection, so it must rely on 
niche shops.

 ▪ Lack of regional shopping and tourism destina-
tions. Even small towns can compete for visitors 
if they offer a unique experience or a group of 
specific shops. For instance, Nashville, IN, is 
nationally known for its quaint art galleries. In a 
more recent example, Kirklin, IN is reinventing 
itself as a regional destination for antiques. So 
far, Greentown has not put itself on the “must 
see” tourism map.

 ▪ Chicken vs. Egg: Where to start? People won’t 
come downtown in large numbers until there is a 
greater variety of offerings, but shop owners are 
hesitant to open new businesses until downtown 
pedestrian traffic picks up. Breaking this dead-
lock takes a strategic, long-term plan.

 ▪ Few Quick Fixes: Downtown is very small with 
only a handful of buildings. Some buildings are 
available, but many of them need considerable 
work, and business owners are likely to be hesi-
tant about taking a chance on a new store if they 
have to sink a lot of money into renovation just to 
open their doors. 

Community leaders recognize the problems facing Greentown are not unique; they are shared by dozens of 
communities across Indiana and thousands across the United States. Although that recognition doesn’t do 
anything to relief the pain locally, Greentown leaders should be encouraged to know that some lessons learned 
nationally can be applied to their community. 

There are some time-tested approaches that – if customized to fit local resources and capabilities – have a 
greater chance of resulting in successful revitalization projects. Greentown’s revitalization challenges are not 
to be taken lightly, but there is no reason to despair. The Recommendations Chapter outlines how the town can 
capitalize on its assets and provides a strategy for moving toward a more prosperous future.
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General Structural Issues & Observations
As observed during Field Study

 ▪ A shortage of street accessory objects exists 
throughout the town

 ▪ Primary rights of way can accommodate tree 
beds and street appurtenances

 ▪ Several pedestrian street crossings are unpro-
tected on Main Street where high volume and 
fast moving traffic pose risks to pedestrians

 ▪ The signalized intersection has pedestrian 
signals, however, for the volume of highway 
traffic passing through town, existing crosswalk 
pavement markings are minimal and not visually 
apparent to most motorists  

 ▪ Most crossings do not have Americans with Dis-
abilities Act (ADA) compliant curb ramps – the 
Town should strive to have all sidewalks and 
ramps meet ADA requirements

 ▪ Sidewalk maintenance is an issue: for example, 
there are locations where pushed up sidewalks 
present  trip hazards

 ▪ There are areas within existing streets where 
water ponds following rain events which allows 
freezing  water to cause accelerated pavement 
failures

 ▪ Signs are needed along U.S. 35/SR 22/SR 19/
Main Street to make visitors aware of the Comet 
Trail, a local greenway that begins at Meridian 
Street and runs west through the school property 
and then along the riparian corridor of Wildcat 
Creek

View of Meridian Street Looking South from Town Hall
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Vehicular Traffic 
Vehicular traffic counts are important to downtown retailers 
simply by increasing exposure to potential customers.  Greentown 
is fortunate to benefit from the volume of traffic on U.S. 35. The In-
diana Department of Transportation (INDOT) tracks this data on a 
number of state-owned roadways.  Below is a summary of findings 
utilizing 2016 data. 

A sample of INDOT data on U.S. 35 is available through the 
department’s Traffic Count Database System (TCDS) immediately 
east of the Meridian Street intersection. The daily average traffic 
count for this location is 8,247 vehicles per day.  This value is 
expressed as a combined quantity of trucks and cars travelling 
in each direction (eastbound or westbound) in a given day. The 
volume of this traffic has grown at a steady 2-3% rate since 2012.  

Nearly all traffic entering and exiting Greentown does so in an 
east/west fashion along U.S. 35. Therefore gateways into Green-
town need only be located on the east and west entrances into 
the community. Additionally, Greentown would do well to utilize 
various means and methods to slow traffic down in order to im-
prove safety in downtown, increase exposure of U.S. 35 merchants 
and increase the potential for travelers to consider stopping to 
shop, recreate or dine. The only traffic light in Greentown is at U.S. 
35/Main Street and Meridian Street. It is particularly important 
that commercial retail businesses be encouraged to locate on this 
corner where traffic is stopping during each red light cycle. During 
the red light cycle, motorists have a greater opportunity to observe 
establishments that they might consider patronizing.  

Historic Facades along Main Street

Vehicle dominated Main Street

Western Entrance to Greentown
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Regulatory Review 
Code, Ordinances, and Plans
Town’s Comprehensive Plan 
This plan is provided to develop the town in an orga-
nized and deliberate direction. It is designed to be 
updated and modified as factors in the town change 
and the town grows. The plan is a guide for the 
community, property owners, developers, and public 
officials.

Zoning Map & Ordinance 
Greentown’s zoning ordinance defines the downtown 
area as a business district. The current zoning map & 
ordinance was approved in 2002 and is on file in the 
Utilities Office.

Existing Plan Review 
The Building Permit process is outlined in the zoning 
ordinance and requires building plan approval by the 

Plan Commission Administrator. Design Guidelines 
and Historical reviews are not required under the cur-
rent Improvement Location Permit. 

Signage Ordinance 
The Town of Greentown has implemented a signage 
ordinance in 2002 with revision in 2008. The pur-
pose is to permit such signs that will not, by their  
reason, size, location, construction or manner of 
display, endanger the public safety of individuals, 
or obstruct the vision necessary for traffic safety, or 
otherwise endanger public health, and morals; and 
to permit and regulate signs in such a way as to sup-
port and complement land-use objectives set forth in 
other parts of this Zoning Ordinance.
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Greentown Commercial Historic District

Land Use and Zoning
The majority of the study area/downtown core is zoned for Downtown Business. The vast majority of local com-
mercial/retail historic buildings are located within the Greentown Commercial Historic District which runs north 
to south on either side of Meridian Street.  

21 Contributing resources • 9 noncontributing resources (NC) • National Register of 
Historic Places sketch map • Approx. 6 acres • Greentown, Howard County, IN

Main Street / US 35
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Sign Regulations
Sign regulations are a key component of an effective Zoning Ordinance - 
having a major impact on the appearance and functionality of a downtown. 
A comprehensive and balanced system of signs help facilitate easy and 
pleasant communication between people and their environment and to 
avoid the visual clutter that is potentially harmful to traffic and pedestrian 
safety, property values, business opportunities and community appear-
ance. With these purposes in mind, the intent of signs should be:

 ▪ Compatible with their suroundings

 ▪ Appropriate to the activity that displays them

 ▪ Expressive of the identity of individual activities and the community as 
a whole

 ▪ Legible in the circumstances in which they are seen; and...

 ▪ Cognizant of the need for adequate business identification while pro-
moting an attractive appearance throughout the community through 
use of sensible quality control, through adequate maintenance and in-
spection and by reasonable guidelines formulated to minimize clutter

The absence of a clear and understandable sign control ordinance is adding 
to the clutter and lack of coherent community presence along U.S. 35/Main 
Street. Branded Public Wayfinding signs can also be a tool to begin estab-
lishing sign standards for the benefit of the community as a whole while also 
clearly identifying local points of interest and community amenities. Existing Main Street Conditions

“Best Tenderloin in the Country”

Main Street Store FrontOne of many Sign Styles

Main Street Diner
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Site and Corridors 
The study area includes Greentown’s residential and commercial 
development surrounding the downtown Commercial Historic 
District for good reason. This broader study area allows this plan 
to demonstrate real potential for active transportation connectiv-
ity into the downtown along primary street and creek corridors as 
well as through parkland and the Howard County Fairgrounds.

Meridian Street and U.S. 35/Main Street essentially divide Green-
town into four quadrants in a rather equal fashion. With Meridian and 
Main serving as the major east/west and north/south corridors, the 
remaining streets primarily serve to provide local residents with ac-
cess to this predominantly bedroom community.

The study area is bifurcated by the east/west U.S. 35/Main Street 
corridor. Westbound traffic headed downtown enters the study area 
at County Road 950 East and then through residential neighbor-
hoods before arriving downtown. East bound traffic enters Green-
town while passing over the Wildcat Creek Reservoir, where a park 
and boat launch provides a picturesque welcome. Continuing on, 
one passes a mix of commercial/retail businesses and residences 
before arriving downtown. Since the vast majority of traffic entering 
and exiting Greentown travels this corridor, the greatest commercial 
retail exposure opportunities are along Main Street.   

Open Space at County Fairgrounds

Greentown U.S. 35 Highway Corridor

Historic building at Fairgrounds

Fairgrounds Round Barn

Community garden

Greetown Welcome Sign at Boat Launch
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Meridian Street Store front Curbless Downtown condition Downtown Meridian Street Streetscape 

Under utilized lot on Meridian Street Downtown Private Parking Super Market Parking Lot

Parking 
A count of parking spaces in the Greentown commer-
cial historic district was conducted for this study. The 
count found 107 existing spaces. If the streetscape 
improvements proposed in this report are completed, 
there will be an increase to 122 parking spaces.

Public parking is located within the street right-of-way 
(on-street parking) with private parking found within 
a fair amount of surface parking lots in and around 
downtown. The challenge facing Greentown is the 
lack of local attractions and ambiance to prompt mo-
torists to stop, park and patronize local merchants. 
The majority of this parking is private, with remain-
ing parking on the street. However, private lots are 
restricted in use to the owner, tenants and patrons 
of that particular development. Generally, on street 
parking meets many resident and visitor needs on 
a day to day basis. Overall, local residents consider 

downtown parking to be less than sufficient while 
business owners do not find parking availability to be 
a serious issue. As long as downtown patrons do not 
have an expectation to park immediately outside the 
door of their destination, parking is readily available.

However, input gathered at public meetings during 
this process indicates that many residents do have 
that expectation of ever-ready parking. For that rea-
son, the recommendations found later in this report 
suggest an increase in downtown parking spaces. 

In addition to local expectations, additional parking 
will most likely be needed to support future downtown 
reinvestments and attract new businesses. Additional 
parking must be planned for now, particularly in the 
block north of Main on Meridian where historic re-
sources provide best opportunity for catalyst projects 
and adaptive reuse.
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Comet Trail at Elementary School

Pedestrian Connectivity 
The compact nature of downtown provides an oppor-
tunity to combine improved walkability for the benefit 
of all downtown stakeholders. The current condition 
of pedestrian infrastructure is in need of improve-
ment, even in the eyes of elementary, middle and 
high school students who participated in an informa-
tion gathering session. Sidewalks exist throughout 
the downtown and the majority of the community. 
Targeted sidewalk improvements where needed are 
certainly warranted. Additionally, opportunity exists 
for greater connectivity, particularly for Active Living 
transportation facilities that promote walking and 
bicycling. Building loops into the Town’s connectivity 
plan is an effective strategy to motivate more local 

residents to lead more active lifestyles. Studies show 
that when one can exercise traveling in a loop versus 
traveling out and back along the same corridor, a 
loop route is more appealing and gets more use. The 
Comet Trail is a great amenity in Greentown running 
west from Meridian Street. It is also a good example 
of a single corridor route. Expanding the Comet Trail 
with loops and greater connectivity to more of Green-
town’s neighborhoods will serve to benefit the entire 
Town. The Town’s upcoming Grant Street storm water 
project offers a great opportunity to expand active liv-
ing facilities along that street corridor in conjunction 
with that construction project.

Meridian Streetscape

Comet Trail leading into school property  Comet Train Access to School Athletic Fields
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Natural Areas & Recreational Open Spaces 
The Comet Trail begins at the edge of East Howard County School’s 
athletic fields, then courses east through the natural riparian corridor 
of Brunk Ditch, passing through the wooded area before ending at 
Meridian Street. The natural environments along this trail have broad 
appeal, as evidenced by the trail’s popularity.  Further expansion 
of Greentown’s connectivity will provide several opportunities for 
visitors and residents alike to enjoy the natural areas in and around 
Greentown while recreating. The greatest opportunity for expansion 
of natural areas exposure and recreational offerings lies in the Wild-
cat Creek Reservoir. With two local boat/canoe launches in Town, 
one at the U.S. 35/Main Street bridge and the other at the High 
School, Greentown should consider collaborating with the Indiana 
American Water Company to promote canoeing and kayaking along 
the pristine upper reaches of Wildcat Creek. The ease of traversing 
this creek combined with the amount of wildlife to enjoy along the 
way is sure to bring visitors to Greentown. 

The expansion of connectivity throughout Greentown also offers the 
opportunity to route trails and greenways through existing and future 
parks and floodplain, expanding even further the opportunities 
to enjoy natural areas. Finally, Greentown is home to the Howard 
County Fair. Connectivity planning for Greentown should strive to 
take advantage of this large property to provide trails and greenway 
connectivity within this underserved area of the community.

Wildcat Creek Reservoir 

Wildcat Creek Reservoir

Brunk Ditch

School Playgrounds at Comet Trail

Wildcat Creek at High School Boat Launch

Potential Trail Corridor along Farm Land 
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Gateways & Wayfinding to Public Parking 
Gateways announce one’s arrival into town and are 
an effective way to welcome visitors to Greentown. 
Two gateway locations have been identified along 
U.S. 35/Main Street, one at the picturesque reservoir 
bridge crossing and the other at 950 E. Both loca-
tions mark the point at which the traveler leaves the 

county countryside and transitions into Greentown. 
Monumental gateways are effective tools to entice 
visitors into a downtown excursion. These features 
can display a wide range of information such as his-
torical markers, maps and trail information.

New Public Sign Standards are Warranted:                                                                                                                         

Greentown Sign Style #1

Greentown Sign Style #2

Greentown Sign Style #3
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Greentown Building Development Opportunity

Key Buildings
Address Common Name Est. Construction Opportunity

115 W. Main St NAPA 1939 Revitalization

107 W. Main St Mini Mall 1920 Revitalization

105 W. Main St Subway 1910 Adaptive Reuse

101 E. Main St Historical Society Annex 1902-1909 Adaptive Reuse

103 E. Main St Historical Society 1900 Adaptive Reuse

104 E. Main St King Chef Before 1896 Revitalization

106 E. Main St Down on Main Street Before 1896 Revitalization

108 E. Main St Hasler & Stout Funeral Home Before 1896 Revitalization

113 E. Main St Main Occasions 1920 Revitalization

115 E. Main St Greentown Flooring Before 1896 Revitalization

111 N. Meridian St American Legion 1900 Revitalization

112 N. Meridian St City Hall 1924 Revitalization

113 N. Meridian St Before 1896 Adaptive Reuse

119 N. Meridian St IOOF 1898 Adaptive Reuse

128 N. Meridian St Star Theater 1900 Adaptive Reuse

Revitalization

Adaptive Reuse

Infill Opportunities
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Historic downtowns are important resources that 
communities can use to help stimulate their mar-
kets. Downtowns help express a community’s appeal 
through distinctive and often significant architecture. 
Preserving the places and resources that make a 
community special contributes to a sense of place 
and neighborhood identity, which help retain existing 
residents and could attract new residents and busi-
nesses. The resources in the downtown were evaluat-
ed and separated into three categories; revitalization, 
adaptive reuse, and infill opportunities.

Selection criteria for revitalization, adaptive reuse, or 
infill opportunities:

 ▪ Is the building a contributing resource to the 
historic district?

 ▪ Does the building contribute to the character of 
downtown?

 ▪ What is the current condition of the resource?

 ▪ Is the resource currently in use?

 ▪ What is the public perception of the resource?

The four catalyst project buildings were selected from 
the adaptive reuse and revitalization opportunities 
using the following criteria. 

 ▪ Risk of losing the resource

 ▪ Could the current use be improved 

 ▪ What is the current condition of the resource 

 ▪ Visibility level

 ▪ Public perception

The four selected buildings have the highest risk of 
losing the resource, high visibility, underutilized/va-
cant, and/or conflicting architectural character:

 ▪ 117 North Meridian Street

 ▪ International Order of Odd Fellows

 ▪ Star Theater

 ▪ 100-104 East Main Street  
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Historic Photo of North Meridian Street

Historical Resources: Structural Issues & Observations 
As observed during the Field Study, many historic 
buildings having pronounced exterior details and sig-
nificant architectural importance. Several buildings 
have lost historic features:  

 ▪  second story windows 

 ▪  awnings and facade detail 

 ▪  improper façade materials 

Storefront windows have been removed or are in 
need of upgrades.

Vacant and underutilized Buildings exist with these 
needs:  

 ▪  Structural issues 

 ▫ roof framing 

 ▫ masonry tuck pointing 

 ▪  covered up or infilled windows

Historic Photo of East Main Street

Hasler-Stout - Architectural brick detailing, infilled upper windows, 
improper awning material and scale

IOOF - Masonry tuck pointing repairs

Star Theater - impropoer storefront infill
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Every small town has a different mix of assets, capaci-
ties and problems. Consequently, a revitalization plan 
must be carefully tailored to local conditions. Following 
is a summary of the key factors that determined the 
specific revitalization strategy for Greentown.

Positive Indicators 
 ▪ Local groups have a history of successful D-I-Y 

projects, such as acquiring and restoring two 
buildings and converting them to the Greentown 
Historical Society and another resident’s ongoing 
renovation of the old Star Theatre.

 ▪ Entrepreneurs expressed interest in launching 
a new hardware store, reusing the Subway after 
that restaurant leaves and other ventures.

 ▪ Recent infrastructure improvements in sewer 
and water capacity can pave the way for residen-
tial and commercial growth.

Concerns
 ▪ Declining population and below-average income 

and education levels.

 ▪ A small downtown with limited buildings  
available. Some of the available buildings will 
require renovation before they can be used.

 ▪ Loss of local business anchors such as Subway 
and the car dealership.

 ▪ The town government’s small discretionary bud-
get for additional projects.

 ▪ Many communities immediately pursue OCRA  
construction grants to implement downtown  
revitalization projects, but town officials will pursue 
OCRA grants for other important projects. This will 
delay one key funding option for downtown work.

Observations 
 ▪ “We need a simple plan in bite-sized pieces,” 

one steering committee member said.

 ▪ Because there is no immediate consensus on 
some regulatory steps such as creating historic 
preservation regulations, further community dis-
cussion and education is needed on these topics.

 ▪ Creative steps are necessary to keep the  
momentum going while additional funding 
sources are explored. 

Following are a set of catalyst projects for each of the 
three categories: economic development, the public 
realm and buildings. These tasks - large and small, 
immediate and long-term – present a systematic ap-
proach to the town controlling its own economic growth.  
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12 Months with No Money 
Fortunately, there is plenty of research and partner-
ship-building that should be done before launching re-
vitalization projects, whether a community has funding 
immediately available or not. Three key project areass 
can be pursued that cost little or no money:

 ▪ Firm Up Partnerships

 ▪ Take Road Trips

 ▪ Lead Community Discussions

Firming up partnerships is simply a method for local 
leaders to get help accomplishing what would be dif-
ficult to do alone.

The first area to explore is close to home: other How-
ard County groups. Even if these organizations haven’t 
shown much of an interest in Greentown before, it 
can’t hurt to meet and inform them of your new revital-
ization plans and discuss areas of mutual interest.

Some of these communities are actually charged 
with representing all of their county, and are look-
ing for projects in smaller towns. We have seen this 
happen more than once. But even if the group has no 
resources for Greentown, simply sharing ideas about 
local priorities and projects can be enriching. Some 
of these groups include:

 ▪ Greater Kokomo Economic Development Alliance

 ▪ Greater Kokomo Chamber of Commerce 

 ▪ Kokomo Redevelopment Commission

 ▪ The Greater Kokomo Visitors Bureau   

Other groups to meet with and keep updated include 
Historic Landmarks’ Central Regional Office, Green-
town’s OCRA liaison and INDOT representatives. 

Road trips can be tremendous enthusiasm genera-
tors. Many small Indiana communities have under-
taken downtown revitalization projects with similarly 
limited resources. Dunkirk created its own local 
investors group, as did Rochester. Converse used 
its TIF funds and other resources to encourage new 
growth, including a BBQ restaurant that draws people 
from throughout the region. For a fact-finding mission 
to Converse, contact their economic development 
corporation at edc@townofconverse.com.

Leading community discussions can be tedious and 
come with no guarantee of consensus. On the other 
hand, there many cases where a small group of local 
leaders thought they had wide-reaching agreement, 
only for the project to run aground when opposition 
arose later. 

In Greentown, there are several topics worth dis-
cussing. For example, the pros and cons of creating 
design guidelines and standards are spelled out in 
the chapter Analysis: Economic Development. There 
is a lot of misinformation about these guidelines, so 
community discussions would be worthwhile.

The Main Street group is a natural candidate for 
initiating these discussions. There is no way to reach 
everyone in town, of course, but it is possible to have 
a set of meetings, starting with committed leaders 
and then widening the audience to include most 
of the town’s influential groups. Possible topics for 
discussion include:

 ▪ What more do we need to know about design 
standards?

 ▪ Would a Historic Preservation Commission  
work here?

 ▪ Who should be invited to join a local investment 
group?
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Form a Local Investment Group
The goal here is to create a group of like-minded 
investors who can quickly buy key properties as they 
become available and then work with town officials 
to prepare and market them to new businesses that 
match the revitalization plan’s objectives.

The key ingredient is people whose main interest is 
the long-term vitality of downtown and not their own 
immediate profit. Sounds too good to be true? 

There are many creative and inspiring national ex-
amples of local investment groups. When a bakery in 
downtown Clare, Mich. was about to close after 113 
years of continuous operation, Clare’s municipal po-
lice department heard the news and nine members 
decided to buy the business. In Galesburg, Illinois, a 
handful of entrepreneurs banded together to acquire 
most of the buildings on downtown Seminary Street 
in order to reinvent the district. 

In Indiana, the 2,360-resident City of Dunkirk is 
home to the Dunkirk Investment Group (DIG), which 
restored several buildings and created a public-
private partnership with local government. DIG, 
which is comprised of local businessmen, invested 
over $400,000 of its funds and has recruited a new 
downtown medical practice and is restoring the city’s 
grandest building. The group is open to sharing its 
experience with other communities. Start by calling 
Jay County Community Development Director Ami 
Huffman at (260) 726-3497. Key steps include:

1. Town and economic development officials ap-
proach potential investors to share their vision 
and gauge interest. Create a group identity 
rather relying on individual investors.

2. Contact people from the case studies mentioned 
above to learn about forming a group and getting 
started.

3. Research supplementary funding and support:

 ▫ Town incentives. 

 ▫ Local not-for-profit groups with shared  
interests (housing, etc.).

 ▫ Banks (for Community Reinvestment  
Act credits).

 ▫ Grants. 

4.  Acquire Property 

 ▫ Identify potential tenants.

 ▫ Gain control of a building and determine 
best usage.

 ▫ Renovate for business. 

 ▫ Make marketing sheet (square feet, traffic, etc.).

 ▫ Offer at subsidized rent initially.

 ▫ Recruit.

 ▫ Repeat.
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Explore Creation of a TIF District
As mentioned earlier in this report, Tax Increment Fi-
nance (TIF) districts are crucial to the development of 
downtown. It is one of the few ways local governments 
can finance discretionary development projects. 

Because the legal and financial advice needed to cre-
ate districts is considerable, and because they divert 
new property tax money away from public schools 
and other institutions, a wider public discussion is 
needed before going forward with this recommenda-

tion. Roads trips to some of the many Indiana town 
which have TIF districts, as mentioned above, might 
prove illuminating. The nearby Town of Converse  
was previously recommended for a visit, and this  
is doubly true because some of their current  
success can be attributed to the downtown TIF  
district they established years ago. Contact their  
economic development corporation to schedule a 
visit at edc@townofconverse.com.

Bolster the Existing Grant Program 
Greentown has an economic development grant run 
by the town council, but the grant amount may be 
too low to make a difference to any but the smallest 
of new businesses. Currently, the amount can reach 
$5,000 if paired with a similar fund from Howard 
County’s economic development organization.

One option might be raising more money, but also 
converting the program from a grant to a no-interest 
revolving loan. With that method, the money can be 
used again and again.

As other revitalization projects outlined in this plan 
unfold – creation of public spaces, façade improve-
ments, etc. – the Main Street group and town council 
will be in a better position to lure new businesses 
to town. Besides a TIF district and local investment 
group, a beefed-up revolving loan fund could be a 
powerful incentive. 

Greentown already has a loan program, but it is 
hampered by the small amounts available. While the 
ultimate solution would be to add more money, until 
those funds are available the town can benefit by 
learning more about how the loans have operated 
successfully in other communities. 

Nearby, the City of Kokomo offers two revolving loan 
fund programs, aimed at revitalizing the community 
by providing flexible, low-interest financing to new a 
nd expanding businesses. It would be well worth  
the time to learn more about it by contacting the  
Department of Development at development@
cityofkokomo.org or 765-456-7375.

The City of Warsaw, IN, has a revolving loan program with 
funds provided by area banks and corporations. More 
than $155,000 in matching grant funds have been dis-
tributed through the program. For additional information 
or questions contact Jen Kerns at 574-267-6311.
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Attractions, Gateways and Connectivity 
As noted in the Analysis Section of this report, Green-
town cannot compete with the offerings of larger cities. 
What Greentown can do, is play to its strengths and 
build upon the resources at hand. Gateways on the 
East and West ends of SR 22/35 should be improved 
to welcome visitors and travelers to town. Wayfinding 
signs should alert travelers and visitors to local attrac-
tions like the Comet Trail, Canoe Launches, Wildcat 
Creek, PeCheWa Park, County Fairgrounds, etc. 
Promoting canoeing and kayaking of Wildcat Creek via 
the two existing boat launches will add a recreational 
attraction that avails users of the wonderful natural 
resource this stream corridor offers.

The streetscape improvements will make downtown 
more appealing and pedestrian experiences more 
enjoyable while also increasing the appeal of down-
town Greentown to new businesses and private in-
vestment. A newly reconstructed Town Hall Fountain 

Plaza will greatly enhance the hosting of local events 
like Music at the Fountain while also supporting daily 
activities of local residents who may choose to meet 
up at the fountain or enjoy a beautiful day in the 
shade of the street trees during their lunch break. 
Trail and greenway connectivity throughout Green-
town will add significantly to the popularity of the Red 
Comet Trail.  Catalyst projects will breathe new life 
into the local historic resources, further attracting 
new businesses and residents to downtown.

Although Greentown resources are limited, this town 
has already shown capacity to do heavy lifting in 
updating and expanding the waste water treatment 
plant, planning for flood mitigation improvements and 
renovating the Greentown Historical Society build-
ings. Developing additional local capacity to build 
upon this momentum is critical to the implementa-
tion of this Downtown Revitalization Plan.
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North Meridian Streetscape/Pocket Park 
A key strategy toward successful downtown revitaliza-
tion is to focus state and local resources into a core 
area where the synergies of multiple initiatives will 
combine to create the positive momentum necessary to 
achieve long term plan goals for an economically viable 
and active downtown. This core area has been identi-

fied as the Meridian Street block immediately north of 
Main Street. Within this single block, proposed improve-
ments include three historic building catalyst projects, 
a civic plaza, pedestrian friendly streetscapes, a pocket 
park and two public parking lots.

North Meridian Streetscape – without Crosswalk Bump-Outs
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North Meridian Streetscape – with Crosswalk Bump-Outs

Curb Bump-Outs
Curb bump-outs were discussed at length during plan development. The public safety and place-making benefits 
of bump-outs were presented and reviewed in detail. Local concerns were expressed regarding bump-out en-
croachments on traffic movements, primarily related to emergency vehicle access. While bump-outs were widely 
discussed, no consensus was reached during this planning process. For that reason, an ultimate decision will be 
made during the implementation phase of downtown redevelopment. To aid that decision, this report includes two 
scenarios, one with bump-outs and one without. Further discussion will be needed between town leaders, down-
town stakeholders, fire department, emergency medical services, INDOT and the general public.

Renovated Plaza
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Meridian Street South of Main Street 
The Meridian and Main Streets intersection is the 
center of Greentown and sports the town’s only traf-
fic light. It is here that one has the greatest potential 
to entice travelers to consider stopping in Greentown. 
Therefore, the streetscape improvements here are 
critically important. The whole of the streetscape 
elements at this location are definitely worth more 
than the sum of the parts, when making an impres-

sion. Landscaped bumbouts, aesthetically pleasing 
traffic light poles and crosswalk signals, wayfinding 
to community assets, street trees, accessible walks 
and pedestrian crossings - all combine to make that 
impression. Angled parking has been retained in 
this block for ease of downtown parking. Improved 
sidewalks with street trees at curb cuts add to the 
improved pedestrian experience.

Meridian Street South of Main Street – without Crosswalk Bump-Outs
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Meridian Street South of Main Street – with Crosswalk Bump-Outs
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Curb Bump-Outs
Curb bump-outs were discussed at length during plan development. The public safety and place-making benefits 
of bump-outs were presented and reviewed in detail. Local concerns were expressed regarding bump-out en-
croachments on traffic movements, primarily related to emergency vehicle access. While bump-outs were widely 
discussed, no consensus was reached during this planning process. For that reason, an ultimate decision will be 
made during the implementation phase of downtown redevelopment. To aid that decision, this report includes two 
scenarios, one with bump-outs and one without. Further discussion will be needed between town leaders, down-
town stakeholders, fire department, emergency medical services, INDOT and the general public.
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Streetscape embellished with pavers Multi-Purposed Alleyway Enhancements

Town Hall Fountain Plaza Plan - Conceptual Design 
Downtown Event Space
Historically, Fountain Plaza has been the center of 
downtown community events, including Music at the 
Fountain. The plaza is in need of renovations. This 
plans proposes a schematic design to accomplish 
needed repairs while improving the plaza’s capac-
ity to host these community events as well as day 
to day functional needs. A fountain remains as the 
centerpiece of this civic space and the overall design 

compliments the presence and historic significance 
of Town Hall. The direct access from Meridian Street 
allows convenient and accessible drop off for those 
needing to conduct Town Hall business. The space 
is also designed to be the hub of a Farmers Market 
zone where the entire block along Meridian Street 
can be blocked off for pedestrian and vendor use 
during market hours. 

Downtown Revitalization Plan - Renovated Plaza PlanDowntown Revitalization Plan - Renovated Plaza Plan

Greentown, Indiana June 16, 2017
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Proposed - Section (A ) Meridian Street Enhancements

Existing - Section (A ) Meridian Street

North Meridian Street “A” Section
Existing & Proposed
The Meridian Street block north of Main Street offers 
the greatest opportunity for substantive improvements 
in downtown Greentown and the streetscape in this 
block is crucial to that success. The corridor currently 
is dominated by automobile facilities and substandard 
sidewalks lacking adequate accessibility. This plan pro-
poses a streetscape design to transform this corridor 
into a pedestrian friendly environment with Town Hall 
and the Greentown Fountain Plaza as the centerpiece. 
Street lights with banner poles will add to the down-
town ambiance. These fixtures will have access panels 
for electrical service that will greatly enhance the stag-

ing of community events at Fountain Plaza. Parallel 
parking replaces angled parking, allowing the room to 
expand the pedestrian walkways and add canopy trees 
within a downtown landscape. The landscape beds will 
be designed to receive storm water runoff in order to 
mitigate local flooding issues and irrigate the land-
scape without the expense of irrigation equipment. 
Benches, trash receptacles, period-appropriate light 
fixtures and bollards will add to the ambiance of this 
block. These improvements, along with other catalyst 
projects in this area will clearly exhibit substantive and 
progressive change is afoot in the Town Center.
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Main Street “B” Section
Existing & Proposed
Main Street Enhancements: As currently configured, 
the treeless stretch of Main Street through downtown 
is dominated by traffic that speeds through Greentown 
on lanes much wider than necessary. The remaining 
space along the corridor is unappealing to pedestrians 
and even dangerous to families with children and the 
elderly seeking to cross the street. Pedestrian acti-
vated crossing signals at Main and Meridian, paired 

with a fully accessible intersection and crosswalks will 
add to corridor safety. Lane width reductions and the 
addition of street trees and landscaping will greatly 
enhance the pedestrian experience.  In addition, 
research shows that when lane width reductions are 
combined with street trees both work to reduce traffic 
speeds and increase the prospects of a traveler’s 
willingness to stop and shop or dine.
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Proposed - Section (C) Main Street Enhancements

Existing - Section (C ) Main Street

West Main Street “C” Section

Existing & Proposed
The Main Street corridor is the lifeline of local busi-
ness since it is the primary corridor through Green-
town. The addition of street trees with walks, trails 

and greenways in this corridor will increase use by 
local residents, further promoting downtown busi-
ness activities.
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Proposed - Section (D) Meridian Street Enhancements

Existing - Section (D ) Meridian Street
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South Meridian Street “D” Section
Existing & Proposed
Further west of downtown along Main Street, local 
interest in active living facilities will be incorporated 
into the upcoming INDOT U.S. 35 improvement 
project. Wider sidewalks are proposed on both sides 
of the highway, creating a 10-feet wide multi-use 

path on the south side and a 6-feet wide walk on the 
north side. These active living corridors will increase 
foot and bike traffic leading into downtown, further 
enhancing the prospects for downtown merchants’ 
success. 
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Proposed - Section (E) Main Street Enhancements

Existing - Section (E ) Main Street

East Main Street “E” Section
Existing & Proposed
This east Main Street “E” Cross Section shows the 
predominantly residential character of East Main 
Street. Both sides of the street will be enhanced  
with street trees. A new sidewalk is proposed to  
be installed with programmed INDOT highway im-
provements, as is a 10’ greenway embellished with 
street lights and banner poles on the north side of 
the highway. 

Eastern Gateway
The East Main Street bridge over Brunk Ditch provides 
an opportunity for the second gateway into Greentown. 
Replicating the western masonry gateway monument 
and landscaping on the north side of the bridge and 
east of the ditch will strengthen Greentown arrivals for 
both east and west travelers. It will also provide an op-
portunity to highlight the future Brunk Ditch Trail that 
will provide connectivity to the sidewalk and greenway 
along East Main Street leading into downtown.
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Cost Estimates for Public Realm Projects
A detailed design effort has not been completed for 
the corridors and sites listed.  These estimates are 
conceptual and based upon unit prices from recently 
constructed projects of like kind. 

Furthermore, project-related costs such as surveying, 
detailed design, engineering, construction documents, 
land acquisition, environmental remediation, util-
ity relocation, bidding, permitting, maintenance of 
traffic, contractor overhead/profit and construction 
inspection are not included.

Our previous experience shows that the proposed 
changes along SR 22/U.S. 35 are acceptable INDOT 
standards, but will require local INDOT district 
coordination. In fact, these proposed improvements 
must be in the downtown revitalization plan if INDOT 
is going to consider adding them to future highway 
projects.

Project Estimated Cost Notes

Street Reconstruction & Streetscape:  
Main Street (from mid-block alley to  
mid-block alley)

$600k - $900k Includes intersection; does not include upgraded 
traffic signalization.

Street Reconstruction & Streetscape:  
Meridian Street (does not include Town  
Hall plaza)

$1.0 - $1.5 million Includes new pavement, storm water utilities, deco-
rative lighting, street appurtenances, wayfinding 
signage, decorative planter fencing and landscape.

Town Hall Plaza $180 – $250k Includes decorative hardscape, new fountain basin 
with restoration of existing fountain sculpture, 
street appurtenances, lighting and landscape.

Town Pocket Park $100k - $150k Includes new sidewalk, parking lot, alley parking 
spaces, lighting, benches and landscape; cost does 
not include demolition of existing building.

Parking lot at SW corner of Meridian 
Street & Grant Street

$60k – $75K Includes new aspha lt paving, striping, storm sewer, 
lighting and landscape screening.
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Creating a New Downtown Identity  
One of the Downtown Revitalization Plan goals is to 
create a downtown that, in the end, becomes identifi-
able and uniquely associated with Greentown. Design 
standards for all streetscape components will play a 
significant role in achieving this goal. 

Standard design elements include the following: 

 ▪ Application of Complete Streets metrics

 ▪ Bike racks

 ▪ Light fixtures

 ▪ Seating

 ▪ Trailhead appurtenances

 ▪ Trash / recycle receptacles

 ▪ Gateways

 ▪ Historic markers

 ▪ Wayfinding

 ▪ Street trees 

 ▪ Landscape

 ▪ Crosswalk designs with refuges

 ▪ Pedestrian accommodations at key intersections

When these various components are predetermined 
for the value of their function and aesthetics, phased 
implementation is simplified and successfully deliv-
ers consistent public improvements. 

Even more important, the design standards combine 
to establish and “mark” the town’s downtown in a 
fashion that makes the public places unique and 
attractive for visitors and residents, thereby building 
the “Greentown Brand”. This branding also serves to 
promote public safety, as the various components of 
a thoughtfully executed streetscape promote traffic 
calming and the desired traffic speed reductions be-
ing sought.

As the rebranding effort for downtown Greentown 
evolves, streetscape design guidelines, proposed de-
sign elements and gateway and monument features 
will take form and embellish the downtown Green-
town experience. 

Cultural Trail - Indianapolis Monument Feature Example - City of Franklin
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Bioswale Planting Example - Town of SpeedwayStreet Planter Example - City of FranklinNaturalistic Planting Example

Landscape Beds
A landscape bed with a raised curb and decorative 
fencing will be utilized where appropriate and will 
include street trees and perennial landscaping.

Guidelines
 ▪ Tree planter width 3’-0” minimum

 ▪ Tree planter curb height 6” minimum 

 ▪ Planting material shall include a low groundcover 
and columnar shade trees spaced with ideal 
spacing at 20’-0” on center (See Landscape)

Greenway Planting Principles
Opportunities for greenway design are possible and 
should include the following: 

Naturalistic Plantings
Plantings shall be characterized by informal group-
ings of plants, utilizing a wide range of species to 
encourage biodiversity. Plants shall form ecological 
plant communities, and can consist of a mix of hardy 
natives and non-native species, although native spe-
cies are preferred. Plant arrangement shall focus on 
creating irregular yet gracious outlines to form edges, 
which support wildlife and provide visual interest.  

Bioswale Plantings
Bioswales shall be located along greenway trail cor-
ridors, and shall incorporate runoff into vegetated 
channels located in the public right-of-way that 
collect and filter water from storm events. Bioswale 
plantings shall integrate a mix of native species that 
can tolerate periods submerged in water as well as 
drought.
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Streetscape Planting Principles
Location 
Streetscape corridors shall be defined as all landscape areas along 
the town streetscape, on both sides of the street within the public 
right-of-way.

Street Trees
Street trees enhance visual streetscape characteristics and help 
to mitigate urban heat island effects by contributing to the 
town’s urban tree canopy. Include urban tolerant shade tree 
species along street corridors at the required spacing, depending 
on land use. Street trees shall be located within the public right-
of-way and be maintained by Greentown.   

 ▪ Districts shall be identified by using a single tree species 

 ▪ Typical spacing shall not be greater than one (1) shade tree per 
fifty (50) linear feet

 ▪ Plant trees in prepared tree pits with minimum 3’ – 0” width and 
12’ – 0” length, larger where possible

 ▪ Use continuous planting strips where feasible

 ▪ Areas beneath trees shall require a vegetated groundcover or a 
pervious tree grate

Ornamental Plantings
Ornamental planting design shall be formal in style, and shall incor-
porate more geometric shapes and forms into the landscape pat-
terns. Plant groupings are highly structured and maintain hard line 
edges. Simple, rhythmic patterns shall create balanced order within 
the urban corridor areas, and provide visual interest and ecological 
functionality. 

Rain Garden Plantings
Rain gardens shall be located along urban trail and urban 
streetscape corridors, and shall incorporate runoff into vegetated 
basins located in the public right-of-way that collect and filter water 
from storm events. Rain garden plantings shall integrate a mix of na-
tive species that can tolerate periods submerged in water as well as 
drought.

Street Trees Example

Street Trees and Ornamental Plantings Example

Raingarden Example
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Gateways
Greentown’s western gateway currently has three 
strikingly different sign markers. The first being 
a signboard west of the reservoir with a few local 
organization signs mounted upon a woven wire fence 
stretched across a supporting framework. The sec-
ond is a typical Greentown sign panel boasting the 
Home of the Eastern Comets and the third a large 
brick and limestone monument sign immediately 
east of the reservoir. This plan recommends consoli-
dating the gateway signs into one location nearer the 
highway and immediately north of the monument 
sign. One properly placed sign will be much more ef-
fective than 3 strikingly different signs. 

The concept sketch illustrates how the existing 
masonry monument sign could be relocated and 
placed into a context for much greater impact. Signs 
for local organizations on the existing signboard 
could be mounted onto the masonry sign underneath 
“Greentown” in the limestone panel. Complimentary 
landscaping will greatly increase the motorist aware-
ness of the sign presence and the messages being 

conveyed. At the eastern gateway into Greentown, 
a sign of similar size, color and proportions should 
be planned to reinforce this gateway. An identical 
masonry monument sign would be ideal. However, 
currently available materials can allow for a more 
cost effective replica to achieve the same goal with  
a matching landscape design.

Gateway Feature Concept Design

Gateway Sketch
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Signage 
Wayfinding Signage
For the benefit of local residents and those visitors and 
tourists navigating the town, clearly marked attractions 
and public necessities are key to a favorable visitor 
experience. By using properly designed and standard-
ized wayfinding signage, the downtown will be more 
accessible and safe for all users. The design standards 
for signage will address text color, background color, 
sign size, post materials, directional graphics and user 
graphics. Guided by current MUTCD standards, uniform 
text and graphics are effective means to increase the 
efficacy of the wayfinding system. 

Wayfinding signage incorporated within the greenway 
and gateway corridors provide ease of navigation for 
residents and visitors of the town. It increases aware-
ness of cultural and recreational opportunities, and al-
lows users to easily locate and access points of interest 

within the community. The signage style shall feature 
similar colors, styles, and forms as other streetscape 
elements located within the major corridors. 

Guidelines:
 ▪ All metal shall be cast aluminum with black pow-

der coated finish

 ▪ Sign, pole, base and finial components sup-
plied by ‘The Streetscape Company, LLC’ 
(317.913.1906) or sign fabricator with equivalent 
quality and craftsmanship standards

 ▪ All street, regulatory, warning, guide and ADA 
signs shall be located and mounted as per re-
quired ordinances and codes

 ▪ Smaller regulatory, guide and ADA signs shall be 
mounted on a 2” diameter round smooth post 
with ball finial

Wayfinding Concept Designs

7’-0”
MINIMUM HEIGHT

7’-0”
MINIMUM HEIGHT

7’-0”
MINIMUM HEIGHT

BALL FINIAL

DECORATIVE BASE

TOWN OF GREENTOWN
LOGO HEADER

DECORATIVE BASE

DECORATIVE BASE

DIRECTIONAL SIGN

CHANGEABLE 
SIGN PANELS

DECORATIVE SCROLL 
ARM POLE

DECORATIVE 
SIGN PANEL
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TOWN HALL RENOVATED 
PLAZA DESIGN CONCEPT

Glass Museum Sign

TOWN HALL RENOVATED 
PLAZA DESIGN CONCEPT

Glass Museum Sign
Glass Museum Entry Arch

Wayfinding Concept “A” with Design Inspiration 

Wayfinding Concept “C” with Design Inspiration 

Wayfinding Concept “B” with Design Inspiration 
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Streetscape Design Guidelines and Standards 
The intent of the following Design Guidelines and Standards is to establish a uniform palette of site elements 
for development occurring within the downtown study area.   

General Conditions

Accessibility
All development within the downtown district and 
connectivity corridors shall be accessible to all 
people, including those with disabilities.

Historic Character
Historic character adds community value. The Design 
Guidelines and Standards aim to highlight and 
enhance the characteristics and features of historic 
Greentown. Historic connections will be established 
through period-style site furnishings and materials to 
be used throughout the walks, trails and greenway 
corridors, gateway feature areas, and downtown.

Environmental Issues
These Design Guidelines and Standards address 
sustainable design and management where pos-
sible. The following design principles are intended to 
promote a healthy and sustainable framework for the 
Town of Greentown.

Alternative Transportation
Where feasible, this project expands upon the popu-
lar Comet Trail with proposed pedestrian corridors 
throughout the town. These corridors will provide 
residents and visitors with alternative transporta-
tion options such as walking, running, and bicycling. 
Use of alternative transportation routes encourages 
reduction of automobile use and carbon emissions, 
improved air quality, and promotes more active 
lifestyles for residents of the community. The broader 
benefit is realized in local workforce health improve-
ments that come with leading active lifestyles.

Stormwater Management
Stormwater distribution and water quality are a com-
munity responsibility that can be improved with site 
design features. Vegetated bio-swales capture and 
slow water while removing particulate matter. Pervi-
ous pavement also allows stormwater infiltration and 
reduces stormwater runoff. These techniques can be 
employed where feasible in order to enhance storm-
water best management practices (BMPs).

Native Vegetation
Native plant material typically requires less mainte-
nance once established, thus requiring less en-
ergy and costs associated with maintenance. New 
plantings shall utilize native plant materials to meet 
design requirements where feasible. (See Landscape 
and Plantings)

Choice of Materials
High quality, durable materials shall be specified in 
order to reduce long-term maintenance costs. Prefer-
ence shall be made for recycled content materials 
that are sourced locally where feasible.

Energy Conservation
Design standards shall seek to implement energy 
efficiency, such as:

 ▪ Low energy site lighting (LED, compact fluores-
cent, sensor controls for night lighting, etc.)

 ▪ Use of native groundcover instead of lawn to 
reduce high maintenance costs

 ▪ Planting trees strategically to reduce urban heat 
island effect and cooling costs  
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Vehicular Circulation
Guidelines

 ▪ INDOT design guidelines and standards shall be followed for lane 
widths, design speeds, horizontal and vertical alignment, cross 
slopes, side slopes, lateral clear zones, curbs, roadway pavement, 
pavement markings, drainage, traffic signals, lighting and utilities

 ▪ Safe pedestrian routes and crossings shall be provided

 ▪ Median barriers, guardrails, lighting, and wayfinding signage design 
shall incorporate materials relative to the overall “gateway” character.

Enhanced traffic signals shall be incorporated into greenway corridor 
development. New traffic signal styles shall conform to the style of pro-
posed lighting fixtures and sign standards (See Wayfinding Signage) 

Walks, Trails & Greenway Corridors
Active living corridors have been defined throughout the town. These 
corridors are the avenues by which residents and visitors can experience 
the town. A network of paths connected to nodes of community activ-
ity promotes accessibility and active living. System navigation will be 
facilitated by corridors that are well defined, aesthetically attractive and 
comfortable. Further study is needed to determine detailed design speci-
fications at precise locations throughout these active living corridors. 

Guidelines

• Monument features shall be integrated into the trail design 
at appropriate locations to be determined (See D-18)

• Landscape treatments shall reflect different corridors (See 
Landscape)

• Streetscape elements shall be consistent throughout the 
pedestrian corridors

• Light fixtures shall be incorporated throughout the system

• Wayfinding signage shall guide both pedestrian and auto-
oriented users in terms of trail accessibility, locations of 
community landmarks, and safety (See Wayfinding Signage)

Corner of Meridian Street & Main Street

Main Street Looking East

Existing Trail Path
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Landscape Guidelines
 ▪ Include a variety of plants that support biodiver-

sity and wildlife habitat

 ▪ Utilize aesthetic values of plants – texture, form, 
scale, visual and seasonal qualities shall all play 
a role in plant selection

 ▪ Utilize plant functionality – use appropriate plant 
species that capture and filter runoff, provide 
shade and microclimate, contribute to building 
energy efficiency, buffer and provide scale for 
pedestrian spaces as well buffer areas between 
public and private property

 ▪ Match plant species with local micro-climate 
and soil conditions – use plants native to USDA 
hardiness zone 5, which typically have the best 
suitability to regional climate characteristics

 ▪ Evaluate plant maintenance characteristics dur-
ing plant selection – do not select plants that are 
invasive, prone to pests or disease.

 ▪ Limit the use of turf grass lawn to minimize the 
maintenance and energy costs of mowing

 ▪ Amend soils prior to planting – use a mixture of 
topsoil and compost integrated into the existing 
local soils for proper cultivation

 ▪ The corridors studied within this planning docu-
ment vary significantly from one end to the other, 
requiring further research and species selection. 
Because of that condition, specific tree species 
and locations are determined during construc-
tion drawings, not during planning.  

 ▪ To better understand the selection of trees 
for city streets, refer to The Purdue Extension 
Service’s publication, “Tree Selection for the 
Un-Natural Environment.” It can be found by 
doing an online Google search for that title or at 
https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/
FNR/FNR-531-W.pdf.

Intersections
 ▪ Incorporate traffic signal arms and signage (See 

Vehicular Circulation

 ▪ Use ornamental landscape treatments (See 
Landscape)

Pedestrian Crosswalk
 ▪ Minimum 5’ – 0” width

 ▪ Color and pattern to be determined

Ladder Pattern Example

Stripes Pattern ExampleIntersection Corner Example
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Proposed Improvements
Integral to revitalizing Greentown’s Downtown is the rehabilitation of the historic buildings. The summaries 
listed below outline the architectural strengths and liabilities in the downtown. The Design Guidelines section 
offers suggestions for guidelines to incorporate into the Downtown District. 

Summary of liabilities and issues 
1. General lack of understanding among the com-

munity of the benefits of preservation principles 
and policies to promote appropriate design for 
the Downtown District. 

2. Vacancies and appearances of vacancies with 
closed in storefronts and upper windows board-
ed or otherwise obscured. 

3. Lack of design guidelines and design review 
process. 

4. Inappropriate façade remodeling resulting in  
unsympathetic building presence in the  
Downtown District. 

5. Unkempt commercial lots which deface the 
charm of the downtown.

Summary of strengths and 
opportunities 

1. Existing local façade program to encourage 
restoration.  

2. Cohesive stretch of historic buildings along  
Main and Meridian Streets with a variety of  
architectural styles.  

3. General good condition of occupied buildings.  

4. Storefronts are available for retail and upper 
floors are available for office or residential use. 

5. Impressive example of Historic Preservation with 
the Greentown Historical Society building.
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117 North Meridian Street 
Constructed c. 1890. While the storefront has been 
altered, the general character of the original building 
remains, including its upper story window proportions 

and stepped brick cornice. The more recent remodel 
has removed any evidence of the original storefront.

Recommended Improvements
1. Clean masonry and tuck point 20%

2. Remove wood siding infill and re-establish 
historic openings

3. Remove illuminated signs and install new non-

illuminated signage

4. Maintain & repair structural steel Framing

5. Provide exterior lighting with period appror-
priate fixtures

Opinion of Probable cost:
$80,000 to $120,000

North Meridian Street - Historic Photo Courtesy, Howard County 
Historical Society, Kokomo, IN

113 North Meridian Street - Facade 113 North Meridian Street - Concept Elevation
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Internation Order of Oodd Fellows building - Historic Photo Courtesy, Howard 
County Historical Society, Kokomo, IN

International Order of 
Odd Fellows 
Constructed in 1898. Storefront alterations have 
removed the historical character of the first level but 
the appeal of the original building remains, including 
its upper story windows and detailed brick pilasters 
and cornices. The I.O.O.F. stone plaque below the 
third story arched window is iconic of organization 
lodges and halls built in this period. 

Recommended Improvements
1. Clean masonry and tuck point 50%

2. Repair/restore historic storefront and historic 
windows

3. Install new non-illuminated signage

4. Maintain & repair structural steel framing

5. Provide exterior lighting with period appropriate 
fixtures

Opinion of Probable cost:
$140,000 to $160,000

119 North Meridian Street - Facade 119 North Meridian Street - Concept Elevation
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128 North Meridian Street - Facade 128 North Meridian Street - Concept Elevation

Star Theater
Constructed c. 1900. The building suffers from an 
open roof that caused structural damage to the 
interior. While ongoing renovation is preserving the 
building, the storefront has been altered - the upper 
story windows do not fit the historical openings and 
proportions - but the preservation of the stepped brick 
cornice is preserving some of the attractiveness.

Recommended Improvements
Renovations currently underway.

1. Clean masonry and tuck point 50%

2. Restore historic storefront, doors, and historic 
windows

3. Install new non-illuminated signage

4. Maintain & repair structural steel framing

5. Provide exterior lighting with period appropriate 
fixtures

Opinion of Probable cost: 
$110,000 to $120,000 
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100-104 East Main Street 
Constructed c. 1890. Renovations and alterations 
have disturbed the historical character of the  
building. Additions of exterior HVAC equipment  
and ductwork create the largest interference on  
the main intersection in town. The upper story  
windows do not fit the historical openings or are 
infilled with siding, these should be reopened and 
sized correctly. The preservation of the stepped  
brick cornice and detailed brick work should be  
enhanced. The storefronts should strive to return  
to the historic appropriateness.

Recommended Improvements
1. Clean masonry and tuck point 20%

2. Restore historic storefront and door

3. Reopen historic window openings

4. Install new non-illuminated signage

5. Remove exterior exhaust duct and HVAC. 

6. Provide exterior lighting with period approrpriate 
fixtures

Opinion of Probable cost:
$ 80,000 to $100,000

East Main Street - Historic Photo  
Courtesy, Howard County Historical Society, Kokomo, IN

Corner of Meridian & Main Street - Facade

100-104 East Main Street - Concept Elevation
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Downtown Building Design  
Guidelines & Standards

Design Guideline Considerations 
The intent of this document is to offer a base of 
design information to business and property owners 
who have little experience in making improvements 
to their built environment. These principles will 
stress protecting the authentic character of existing 
buildings. By enhancing architectural elements, the 
original neighborhood character can be maintained 
while adapting to new business types.

There are many factors to consider when beginning a 
project. 

Storefront Design 
Good storefront design emphasizes the importance 
of the façade as a presentation of your business to 
the public. It addresses the components of the store-

front and gives examples on how to improve each 
part of the storefront.

The storefront establishes the visual relationship 
between the interior of a shop and the sidewalk, and 
presents the character of a business. Framed by the 
building façade and structure, the storefront is trans-
formed in time with each new owner. Its design is 
crucial to successful advertising and merchandising. 
Storefronts activate and unify the street and should 
be visually integrated with the building itself.

The first step to renovating a storefront is to identify 
the parts of a building. Each piece contributes to 
the overall image of a business. Consistency within 
the storefront and the neighboring storefronts helps 
provide continuity in the streetscape.

Typical parts of a Storefront 
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Historic photos and original construction drawings 
are invaluable for defining original proportions and 
details. The basement or ceiling may show original 
layouts, such as a recessed bay for the entry door. 
Decorative architectural features may still exist, hid-
den behind more recent “improvements”. Finding 
knowledgeable consultants to help with this process 
can be helpful. 

Modern buildings with contemporary materials can 
still utilize many of these traditional elements in 
a new storefront design. A new design should be 
simple and straightforward with minimal historical 
ornament. A simple design will ensure that the new 
storefront is compatible with traditional storefronts in 
the district. 
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Downtown Building Design  
Guidelines & Standards

Storefront Guidelines
1.  Storefronts should fit within the original store-

front opening(s).

2. Replace missing or damaged storefront elements 
with high quality, durable materials.

3. Pay attention to continuity among individual 
storefronts, the entire building façade, and 
neighboring properties. 

4. Replacement materials should convey the same 
visual appearance as existing materials. 

5. Make alterations that are compatible in scale, 
size, material, or color. 

6. New signs, awnings or other elements should not 
obscure or damage original features. 

7. Original windows and doorways should be re-
paired and maintained whenever possible.

8. Avoid changing a storefront’s historic features or 
removing historic material.

Door Guidelines
1. Primary entries should be prominently located on 

the main street. Loading and service entrances 
are best located on the side or rear of a building 
where possible. 

2. Doors with large glass panels provide visibility 
into a business.

3. New doors should be compatible with the build-
ing’s overall character. 

4. Door material should match the original window 
sash material. Wood is preferred; it is durable, 
has more detail and can be painted and repaired 
easily.

5. Avoid adding new or secondary entrances that 
are incompatible in size, scale, or material. 

6. Avoid enclosing old entrances with solid materi-
als. If the door is no longer in use, secure it and 
leave for future use.
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Downtown Building Design  
Guidelines & Standards

Signage Design
The sign band or frieze is the horizontal segment of 
the storefront located above the display window and 
below the second floor windows, storefront trim, or 
building cornice. As part of general maintenance, the 
sign band should be kept clear of extraneous pieces 
of wood or metal so that new signs can be mounted 
flush against the surface. 

A well-designed sign is one of the most important ele-
ments of a storefront. As publicly displayed informa-
tion, it reflects the personality of a business. While 
locating and advertising a business, signs also add 
visual interest to the streetscape experience and 
contribute to the character of the neighborhood. 

Signs are a powerful graphic tool. Consider how your 
patron will see the sign. “Bigger and more” is not al-
ways the best strategy. An automobile passenger can 
only perceive an average of four words or symbols on 
a storefront, and this number decreases according 
to the total amount of signage on adjacent buildings. 
Clear, well-designed signs best market a business 
through quick impact. In the context of a streetscape, 
a well planned storefront is a sign in itself and can 
effectively communicate business character. Small 
blade signs are most effective for pedestrians on the 
sidewalk. Wall mounted signs are best seen from 
across the street.

Sign Band Guidelines:
1. Fit signs within the original space of the sign 

band. Avoid extending beyond the band area.

2. Attach awnings to the building at or below the 
lower edge of sign band.

3. Where building detail does not include a tradi-
tional sign band, locate signs in a consistent 
location on adjacent storefronts.
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Sign Guidelines:
1. The scale of a sign should consider the design of 

the storefront, building and neighboring buildings. 

2. Graphics and lettering should be well designed 
and easily legible.

3. Place signs in clear, architecturally defined areas 
on windows, awnings, or suitable wall spaces 
such as the sign band. 

4. Blade signs or projecting signs perpendicular to 
the sidewalk, are very effective when scaled for 
pedestrian use. 

5. Iconic, graphic, or three-dimensional signs are 
great variations when scale is appropriate. 

6. Wall signs should be painted on surfaces other 
than the natural building material. Paint signs on 
a durable sign material that mounts directly to 
the wall.

7.  Restore historic signs if they are adaptable to 
the business image.

8.  Iconic neon signs are acceptable and encour-
aged when they reinforce the hiostoric identity.

9.  Window signs should not be excessive as to 
obscure transparency into the store

10.  Sign lighting should be focused and cropped to 
avoid glare and light pollution to meet “dark sky” 
goals.
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Action Plan
There is plenty of work to go around in Greentown’s 
revitalization plan. The first order of business is de-
ciding who’s in charge of the various projects. Much 
of the work will require multiple partners, but it’s 
usually more efficient to have one group in charge. 
The Main Street organization and town council will 
be the two main players, and it will be up to them to 
make sure the momentum generated from this plan 
continues.

It is particularly important to keep the energy going 
considering the town’s last revitalization plan, which 
was in 1998. As steering committee member Jolene 

Rule said: That project was put on hold because IN-
DOT had plans to redo SR 22/35 through town. “We 
waited for the next 19 years … As the plan sat on a 
shelf and collected dust,” Rule said.

Fast forward to 2017, the town has a new revitaliza-
tion plan but INDOT still has not set a date for the 
SR 22/35 work. Fortunately, there is no need to wait 
for some outside agency to announce their ideas for 
Greentown; this plan has plenty of work to be done in 
the meantime.

Following is a summary of the catalyst  projects in 
more-or-less chronological order.

Economic Development Catalyst Projects 
 ▪ Firm up partnerships with county wide organiza-

tions and other possible allies.

 ▪ Take road trips to similarly-sized Indiana  
towns which have made progress with their  
revitalization efforts.

 ▪ Lead community discussions on revitalization top-
ics such as TIF districts and design regulations.

 ▪ Form a local investment group.

 ▪ Create a TIF district.

 ▪ Bolster the existing grant program.
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Public Realm Catalyst Projects 
 ▪ Meridian Street Pocket Park with parking

 ▪ Meridian & Grant Streets parking lot

 ▪ Renovated Plaza outside Town Hall

 ▪ Main Street/US 35 Streetscape

 ▪ Meridian Streetscapes

 ▪ Pedestrian and Bicycle Corridors

 ▪ Wayfinding and Branding

 ▪ Gateways

Buildings Catalyst Projects
 ▪ 12 Months w No Money/12 Months w $10,000         

 ▪ Meridian Street Pocket Park with parking

 ▪ Meridian & Grant Streets parking lot

 ▪ Renovated Plaza outside Town Hall

 ▪ Main Street/US 35 Streetscape

 ▪ Meridian Streetscapes

 ▪ Pedestrian and Bicycle Corridors

 ▪ Wayfinding and Branding

 ▪ Gateways

 ▪ Define downtown design guidelines and review 
process

 ▪ 113 North Meridian Street renovation

 ▪ 119 North Meridian Street – I.O.O.F. renovation

 ▪ 128 North Meridian Street – Star Theater  
renovation

 ▪ 102 East Main Street renovation

Funding the Implementation Plan 
The Main Street Revitalization Program (MSRP) 
encourages communities with eligible populations to 
focus on long-term community development efforts. 
Eligible applicants had a designated active Indiana 
Main Street group in their community and the project 
must be a part of the Main Street’s overall strategy. 
MSRP projects include streetscapes, façade renova-
tions, and downtown infrastructure rehabilitation.

The goals of the Public Facilities Program (PFP) are 
to improve the Quality of Place and to generate jobs 
and spur economic revitalization through improving 
community facilities or historic preservation projects. 
Eligible community facilities include community cen-
ters, daycares, libraries, museums, senior centers, 
and performance spaces.

Downtown Enhancement Grants
The Downtown Enhancement Grant (DEG) program is 
designed to foster innovative approaches to activi-
ties, which support and promote community based 

planning, pre-development, and research initiatives. 
The goal of these projects is to improve the quality of 
life and opportunities for increasing private invest-
ment and employment in Indiana Main Street (IMS) 
communities. The Downtown Enhancement Grant 
priorities are directed by OCRA’s strategic plan and 
the National Main Street Four Point Approach

Qualifying projects are ones which promote eco-
nomic development in the downtown areas and will 
enhance the quality of life in the community. Ideal 
projects could include, but are not limited to: façade 
renovations or rehabilitations, creation of wayfinding 
signage, streetscape/landscaping, mural restoration 
and other more permanent initiatives as they relate 
to the grant purpose. Eligible projects must have 
a 1:1.5 match with a minimum of 1:1 being cash 
match and the other 0.5 comprised of eligible in-kind 
and/or cash. Grant requests between $5,000 and 
$10,000 will be accepted.
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Historic Renovation Grant  
Program (Hrgp)
To preserve and rehabilitate historic properties in 
order to further incentivize downtown economic 
development.

Eligible applicants must meet the following requirements:

 ▪ Located in Indiana within a designated Main 
Street city or Town  AND/OR

 ▪ Non-entitlement community in accordance with 
HUD listing

 ▪ Grant requests between $10,000 and $100,000 
will be accepted

 ▪ Eligible requests must be no more than 35% of 
eligible project costs

 ▪ Local match must be greater than or equal to 
65% of total eligible project costs

Those applying under the Main Street community eli-
gibility must have the properties located within their 
defined downtown district

Place Based Investment Fund
The PBIF program is a competitive matching grant 
program administered as a partnership between 
OCRA and the Indiana Office of Tourism Development 
that supports community and economic development 
projects across the state. Initiatives that promote 
quality of life, improve tourism experiences and de-
velop multi-purpose gathering places are specifically 
targeted for this grant program.

Performance-based quality of place initiatives that 
maximize investment and collaboration by local 
governments, economic development organizations, 
convention and visitor bureaus, Indiana Main Street 
organizations, public or private schools and commu-
nity foundations are the intended recipients of these 
grants. The aim of the program is to provide funding 
opportunities for unique projects and programs that 
seek to create jobs and further establish a diverse 
local, regional and state economy.

If interested in PBIF, contact your Community Liaison, 
as they can be great resources in helping you to achieve 
your goals for community and economic development. 
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CreatINg Places 
The Indiana Housing and Community Development 
Authority (IHCDA) in conjunction with Patronicity.com, 
launched “CreatINg Places,” a place-based crowd-
funding grant program. CreatINg Places employs a 
donation and reward-based method of crowdfunding 
called “crowdgranting”. In crowdgranting, citizens 
actively support projects and activities through web-
based donations which, if the fundraising goal is 
reached within a set time, are matched by a sponsor.

CreatINg Places aims to help generate public in-
volvement in the selection of creative improvements 
within their own communities, help provide the fund-
ing to see the project through completion, and instill 
community pride when citizens become invested in 
their surroundings. The CreatINg Places program is 
available to projects located in Indiana communi-
ties or neighborhoods which contain a traditional 
downtown or traditional neighborhood commercial 
node. Projects may include but are not limited to: 
streetscape beautification & walkability, public plaza 
development/activation and park enhancements.

For more information about CreatINg Places, please 
email Veronica Watson atveronica@patronicity.com 
or Carmen Lethig at CLethig@ihcda.IN.gov.

Efroymson Family Endangered  
Places Grants
Indiana Landmarks awards Efroymson Family Endan-
gered Places Grants to nonprofit organizations for 
professional architectural and engineering studies 
and restoration cost estimates—often the first step 
in saving a historic structure—as well as for organiza-
tional development. The grants may not be used for 
brick-and-mortar restoration work.

The grants offer a favorable four-to-one matching 
requirement—four dollars from Indiana Landmarks 
matches each local cash dollar up to 80% of the total 
project cost or a $2,500 maximum or $3,500 for 
affiliate organizations. For more information, contact 
the Indiana Landmarks regional office nearest you.
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Home Investment Partnership Program
http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/affordablehousing/
programs/home/ 

The HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) 
provides formula grants to States and localities that 
communities use - often in partnership with local 
nonprofit groups - to fund a wide range of activities 
including building, buying, and/or rehabilitating af-
fordable housing for rent or homeownership or pro-
viding direct rental assistance to low-income people. 
HOME is the largest Federal block grant to state and 
local governments designed exclusively to create af-
fordable housing for low-income households.

HOME funds are awarded annually as formula grants 
to participating jurisdictions (PJs). The program’s 
flexibility allows States and local governments to use 
HOME funds for grants, direct loans, loan guarantees 
or other forms of credit enhancements, or rental as-
sistance or security deposits.

The program was designed to reinforce several impor-
tant values and principles of community development:

 ▪ HOME’s flexibility empowers people and com-
munities to design and implement strategies 
tailored to their own needs and priorities.

 ▪ HOME’s emphasis on consolidated planning 
expands and strengthens partnerships among 
all levels of government and the private sector in 
the development of affordable housing.

 ▪ HOME’s technical assistance activities and set-
aside for qualified community-based nonprofit 
housing groups builds the capacity of these 
partners.

 ▪ HOME’s requirement that participating jurisdic-
tions match 25 cents of every dollar in program 
funds mobilizes community resources in support 
of affordable housing.

Indiana Housing and Community 
Development Authority (IHCDA): 
Community Loans
A Community Development Financial Institution 
(CDFI) provides capital, credit, and financial services 
to markets and populations that are underserved 
by traditional financial institutions. Communities 
can rebuild their physical environments and help 
businesses create jobs by accessing the capital and 
services of a CDFI.

CDFIs provide a unique range of financial products 
and services in economically distressed target mar-
kets, including mortgage financing for low-income 
and first time homebuyers and non-profit developers, 
flexible underwriting and risk capital for community 
facilities, and technical assistance, commercial loans 
and investments to start-up or expanding businesses 
in low-income areas.

In order to capitalize better places and brighter futures, 
the Community Investment Fund of Indiana, Inc. (CIFI) 
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provides development services and loans in qualified 
investment areas and to low income individuals that 
lack access to financial products or services throughout 
the state. Its purpose is to generate positive change by 
increasing financial and social capital flows across the 

state by directly financing projects, assisting in leverag-
ing additionalcapital, and facilitating access to program 
services. CIFI’s primary customers are individuals, busi-
nesses, not-for-profit organizations, community service 
providers and affordable housing developers.

Economic Incentives
Historic Rehabilitant Tax Credits
A federal tax incentive to encourage real estate devel-
opers to renovate, restore and reconstruct old build-
ings. Federal Historic Investment Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits are utilized within the rehabilitation of com-
mercial, mixed-use and residential rental property.

Low-Income Housing Tax Credits
The Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) is a 
dollar-for-dollar tax credit in the United States for 
affordable housing investments and gives incentives 
for the use of private equity in the development of af-
fordable housing aimed at low-income Americans.

New Market Tax Credits
The new markets tax credit can help finance commer-
cial, industrial, retail, mixed-use and other real estate 
developments, historic rehabilitations, and loans to 
small businesses in low-income communities.

Economic Improvement Districts (EIDS)
Economic Improvement Districts, also known as busi-
ness improvement districts (EIDs), are public-private 
partnerships in which local property and business own-
ers elect to make a collective contribution to the mainte-
nance, development and promotion of their property.

Tax Incentives for Preserving  
Historic Properties
A 20% income tax credit is available for the reha-
bilitation of historic, income-producing buildings 
that are determined by the Secretary of the Interior, 
through the National Park Service, to be “certified 
historic structures.” The State Historic Preservation 
Offices and the National Park Service review the 
rehabilitation work to ensure that it complies with the 

Secretary’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The Inter-
nal Revenue Service defines qualified rehabilitation 
expenses on which the credit may be taken.

The 10% tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of 
non-historic buildings placed in service before 1936. 
The building must be rehabilitated for non-residential 
use. In order to qualify for the tax credit, the rehabilita-
tion must meet three criteria: at least 50% of the exist-
ing external walls must remain in place as external 
walls, at least 75% of the existing external walls must 
remain in place as either external or internal walls, 
and at least 75% of the internal structural framework 
must remain in place. There is no formal review pro-
cess for rehabilitations of non-historic buildings.

Tax Benefits for Historic  
Preservation Easements
A historic preservation easement is a voluntary legal 
agreement, typically in the form of a deed, that per-
manently protects an historic property. Through the 
easement, a property owner places restrictions on 
the development of or changes to the historic prop-
erty, then transfers these restrictions to a preserva-
tion or conservation organization. A historic property 
owner who donates an easement may be eligible for 
tax benefits, such as a Federal income tax deduction.

More information can be found in a document 
produced by the National Park Service’s Technical 
Preservation Services entitled “Easements to Protect 
Historic Properties: A Useful Historic Preservation 
Tool with Potential Tax Benefits. It can be found by 
doing an online Google search for that title.

For Indiana, the state’s “Guide to State Preservation 
Services,” produced by the Indiana Department of 
Natural Resources, can also be found by doing an 
online Google search for that title.


